We construct a complete classification of qqqqq pentaquark states in terms of the spin-flavour SU (6) representations. We find that only some definite SU (3) representations are allowed, that is singlets, octects, decuplets, anti-decuplets, 27-plets and 35-plets. The latter three contain exotic states, which cannot be constructed from three quarks only. This complete classification is general and model independent and is useful both for model builders and experimentalists. The mass spectrum is obtained from a Gürsey-Radicati type mass formula, whose coefficients have been determined previously by a study of qqq baryons. The ground state pentaquark, which is identified with the recently observed Θ + (1540) state, is predicted to be an isosinglet anti-decuplet state. Its parity depends on the interplay between the spin-flavour and orbital contributions to the mass operator. Independent from the parity of the Θ + , we predict excited exotic baryons at 1660 and 1775 MeV.
Introduction
Recently, a baryon with positive strangeness S = +1 has been identified by several experimental groups [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . A second exotic baryon with charge Q = −2 has also been observed [6] . These states are exotic in the sense that they cannot be built up from three quarks only as is the case for standard baryons. A state with S = +1 or Q = −2 requires at least a pentaquark configuration of the type.
The possibility and the interest for S = +1 baryons (or Z baryons) has been recorded for many years by the PDG up to 1986, but subsequently it was dropped because of lack of clear evidence for their existence. However, theoretical interest in exotic baryons has continued both for heavy (see [7] ) and light quarks (see [8, 9, 10, 11] ).
The experimental interest in pentaquarks was triggered by the work of Diakonov et al. [12] , who predicted an exotic S = +1 baryon with a definite mass and a small width, thus providing an invaluable guide for experimentalists. Such a state, the now famous Θ + , is the isoscalar member of a flavour anti-decuplet, whose relative energies are evaluated by means of a SU f (3) violating interaction based on the Skyrme model. The energy scale is fixed identifying the nucleon-like state with S = 0 of the anti-decuplet with the well-known N (1710) resonance. In this way the obtained value of the spin and parity of the Θ + is 1 2 + . However, from the experimental point of view, the known properties of Θ + are: the mass (in remarkably coincidence with the prediction of [12] ), the width (smaller than the one of other N * resonances of comparable mass, in qualitative agreement with the prediction [12] ), the strangeness (S = +1) and the charge (Q = +1). Moreover, it seems to be an isosinglet [4] . In this way it can be safely identified with the isoscalar state of the anti-decuplet. On the contrary, the spin and the parity still have to be determined.
The discovery of the pentaquark has produced a strongly increased theoretical interest, giving rise to a long series of papers which address various aspects of pentaquarks. Besides the Skyrme model [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] , there are many studies based on the Constituent Quark Model (CQM) [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] , the diquark-diquark-q approach [24] , QCD sum rules [25] , large N c QCD [26] , lattice QCD [27] , and many others [28] . In many cases the models assume or predict a definite parity for the Θ + , which in most cases is positive [12, 13, 16, 19, 21, 24] . However, recent work on QCD-sum rules [25] and lattice QCD [27] implies a negative parity.
In this article, we study the classification scheme of pentaquark states from symmetry principles, leading to a complete basis for thestates in terms of the spin-flavour SU sf (6) multiplets. Next we calculate the energies of exotic pentaquark states using a Gürsey-Radicati type mass formula, discuss some general features of the pentaquark spectrum, and finally address the properties of the ground state pentaquark state.
The classification of pentaquark states
As for all multiquark systems, the pentaquark wave function contains contributions connected to the spatial degrees of freedom and the internal degrees of freedom of colour, flavour and spin. In order to classify the corresponding states, we shall make use as much as possible of symmetry principles without, for the moment, introducing any explicit dynamical model. In the construction of the classification scheme we are guided by two conditions: the pentaquark wave function should be a colour singlet as all physical states, and should be antisymmetric under any permutation of the four quarks.
We shall make use of the Young tableau technique to construct the allowed SU sf (6) representations for the pentaquark q 4q system, denoting with a box the fundamental representation of SU (n), with n = 2, 3, 6 for the spin, flavour (or colour), and spin-flavour degrees of freedom, respectively. The quark transforms as the fundamental representation [1] under SU (n), whereas the antiquark transforms as the conjugate representation [1 n−1 ] under SU (n). The spin-flavour classification for the quark and antiquark are given by
on the right hand we have used inner products of single quark states. The states of multiquark systems can be obtained by taking the outer product of the representations of the quarks and/or antiquarks.
The q 3 system
In order to establish the notation, we start by considering the well-known example ofbaryons. The allowed SU sf (6) states are obtained by means of the product
In the following, we adopt for the representations the notation
, where f i denotes the number of boxes in the i-th row of the Young tableau, and d is the dimension of the representation. In this way, the above product is written as
In Table 1 we summarize the results for the allowed spin-flavour, flavour (colour) and spin states of q 3 baryons. The spin states are given by the representations [f 1 f 2 ] = [30] and [21] or, equivalently, by their spin s = (f 1 − f 2 )/2 = 3/2 and 1/2, respectively. On the left-hand side we show the labels of the point group D 3 which is isomorphic to the permutation group of three identical objects S 3 . A complete classification of three-quark states involves the analysis of the flavour and spin content of each spin-flavour representation, i.e. the decomposition of representations of SU sf (6) into those of SU f (3) ⊗ SU s (2) (see also Table 2 )
or in the usual notation
The q 4 system
To study the structure of pentaquark q 4q states, it is convenient to first construct thestates which should satisfy Pauli statistics, and then to add theq antiquark. The allowed SU sf (6) spin-flavour states of the q 4 system follow from the product of the q 3 configurations of Eq. (3) and a single quark [3] 
As a result we obtain for the q 4 spin-flavour states
In Table 3 we summarize the results for the allowed spin-flavour, flavour (colour) and spin states of a system of four identical quarks. The permutation symmetry is characterized by the S 4 Young tableaux [4] , [31] , [22] , [211] and [1111] or, equivalently, by the irreducible representations of the tetrahedral group T d (which is isomorphic to S 4 ) as A 1 , F 2 , E, F 1 and A 2 , respectively. The flavour and spin content of the various q 4 configurations of Eq. (7) is presented in Table 4 . The T d labels denote the permutation symmetry of the four-quark system, and the D 3 labels that of the three-quark subsystem. 
The
As a result, we obtain for the q 4q spin-flavour states
In Table 5 we present the flavour and spin content of the q 4q configurations of Eq. (9), in agreement with the reduction of the color-spin SU cs (6) algebra of [8] . The T d labels denote the permutation symmetry of the four-quark subsystem. It is difficult to distinguish the pentaquark flavour singlets, octets and decuplets from the standard three-quark states used for the description of the baryon resonances, since they can have the same values of the hypercharge Y and isospin I. The same observation holds for many of the states in the remaining flavour multiplets as well. However, the anti-decuplets, the 27-plets and 35-plets contain in addition exotic states which cannot be obtained from three-quark configurations only. In Table 6 we present a complete list of exotic pentaquark states. Due to the richness of the spectrum of exotic states, there arise some problems for the notation. Whenever possible, we have followed the one used in [13] . Within each isospin multiplet we have identified the states whose combination of hypercharge Y and charge Q cannot be obtained with three-quark configurations. Because of the uniqueness of their quantum numbers, these states are more easily identified experimentally and are indicated by • in Figs. 1-3. So far, we have discussed the spin-flavour part of the pentaquark wave function with S 4 (or T d symmetry). The spin-flavour part has to be combined with the colour part and the orbital (or radial) part in such a way that the total pentaquark wave function is a [222] 1 colour-singlet state, and that the four quarks obey the Pauli principle, i.e. are antisymmetric under any permutation of the four quarks. Since the colour part of the pentaquark wave function is a [222] 1 singlet and that of the antiquark a [11] 3 anti-triplet, the colour wave function of the four-quark configuration is a [211] 3 triplet with F 1 symmetry under T d . The total q 4 wave function is antisymmetric (A 2 ), hence the orbital-spin-flavour part is a [31] state with F 2 symmetry which is obtained from the colour part by interchanging rows and columns
Next we discuss the symmetry properties of the orbital part of the pentaquark wave function. First, if the four quarks are in a spatially symmetric S-wave ground state with A 1 symmetry, the only allowed SU sf (6) representation is [31] with F 2 symmetry. According to Table 5 , the only pentaquark configuration with F 2 symmetry that contains exotic states is [42111] 1134 . On the other hand, if the four quarks are in a P -wave state with F 2 symmetry, there are several allowed SU sf (6) representations: [4] , [31] , [22] and [211] Table 7 we present for each symmetry type of the orbital wave function, the corresponding symmetry of the spin-flavour wave function, as well as the associated pentaquark configurations that contain exotic states.
The explicit construction of the S 4 invariant orbital-spin-flavour pentaquark wave functions will be presented in a separate publication [29] . The methods are analogous to those used for the S 3 invariantbaryon wave functions (see e.g. [30, 31, 32, 33] ).
Finally, we would like to stress that this is a general result. The classification scheme derived in this section is complete, and is based only on the fact that quarks (and antiquarks) have orbital, colour, spin and flavour degrees of freedom. The precise ordering of the pentaquark states in the mass spectrum depends on the choice of a specific dynamical model (Skyrme, CQM, Goldstone Boson Exchange, instanton, hypercentral, collective, ...). In the case of the Skyrmion model many states are suppressed because of a strict correlation between spin and isospin.
3 The pentaquark spectrum
In the limit of SU sf (6) symmetry, all states belonging to a definite spin-flavour representation are degenerate. The description of the splittings within the SU (6) multiplets can be described by means of the Gürsey and Radicati [34] mass formula
where the term proportional to B is the quadratic Casimir operator of the SU f (3) flavour group, and s, Y and I denote the total spin, hypercharge and isospin, respectively. M 0 is the average multiplet energy and the coefficients B, C, D and E are the strengths of the various splittings. This formula is a general way of describing the SU (6) breaking of the strong interactions. This mass formula has general validity for any quark system. It has been used recently for the description of the strange and non-strange baryon spectrum [35] . The average value M 0 is given by the SU (6)-invariant part of the hypercentral Constituent Quark Model [36] , and the coefficients B, C, D and E only depend on the experimental relative energies within each SU (6) multiplet. The parameter values have been obtained in this study of thesystem using as input the mass differences between selected pairs of states, namely ∆ ( 
leading to a good overall description of the experimental energies. Whereas the mass of the allowed SU sf (6) multiplets depends on the specific dynamical model used, the splittings within a multiplet are model independent. It is in this spirit that we first calculate the relative energies of exotic pentaquark configurations for each SU sf (6) multiplet using Eq. (11) with the coefficients of Eq. (12) . In Table 8 we present the resulting mass spectrum of exotic pentaquark states. For all configurations, the lowest pentaquark state is characterized by 2 10, i.e. a flavour anti-decuplet [33] state with spin s = 1/2 and isospin I = 0, in agreement with the available experimental data which indicate that the Θ + (1540) is an isosinglet [4] . For each multiplet, we have normalized the lowest state to the observed mass of the Θ + (1540) resonance. We note that for all configurations there are other lowlying excited pentaquark states belonging to the 27-plet at 1660 MeV and 1775 MeV. The anti-decuplet state with strangeness S = −2 (Y = −1) and isospin I = 3/2 is calculated at an energy of 2305 MeV, to be compared with the recently observed resonance at 1862 MeV [6] which was suggested as a candidate for the Ξ 3/2 exotic with charge Q = −2.
In absence of a particular model for the average multiplet energies M 0 , the different SU sf (6) representations are degenerate. They differ only in their content of SU f (3) ⊗ SU s (2) flavour and spin states. In many studies of multiquark configurations, effective spin-flavour hyperfine interactions have been used in CQM which schematically represents the Goldstone Boson Exchange (GBE) interaction between constituent quarks [16, 17, 20, 21] . If one neglects their radial dependence, the matrix elements of these interactions depend not only on the Casimir invariant of the SU f (3) flavour and the SU s (2) spin groups, but also on that of the SU sf (6) spin-flavour group. An analysis of the strange and non-strangebaryon resonances in the collective model [32] and the hypercentral CQM [35] also showed evidence for the need of such an interaction term. In the following, we study an extension of the Gürsey-Radicati mass formula of Eq. (11) by including the Casimir invariant of SU sf (6)
The coefficient A is obtained from the mass difference between the lowest S 11 state and the Roper, i.e. N (1535) − N (1440), and is given by A = −69.2 MeV, while the other parameters are as in Eq. (12) . This value for A is similar to the one obtained with the collective model [32] . In Table 9 we present the spin-flavour contribution to the energies of all exotic pentaquark states for the four allowed SU sf (6) spin-flavour multiplets. The extra term in Eq. (13) shifts the different SU sf (6) spin-flavour multiplets with respect to one another, without changing their internal structure. In this calculation, the orbital excitations are taken to be degenerate. The lowest pentaquark state has the labels 2 10, i.e. is an anti-decuplet state with spin s = 1/2 and isospin I = 0, belonging to the [51111] 700 multiplet. In the next section, we discuss the effect of orbital excitation energies on the angular momentum and parity of the ground state pentaquark. It is important to note that, irrespective of the orbital contribution to the mass, the ground state pentaquark is an anti-decuplet flavour state with spin s = 1/2 and isospin I = 0.
Spin and parity of the Θ + (1540) pentaquark
What are the consequences of these calculations for the spin and parity of the Θ + (1540)? This depends in part on the assignment of quantum numbers, and in part on the choice of a particular model to describe the orbital motion. In the following we identify the Θ + (1540) resonance with the ground state exotic pentaquark configuration.
We consider a simple model in which the orbital motion of the pentaquark is limited to excitations up to N = 1 quantum. The ground state is an S-state with L p = 0 + and A 1 symmetry for the four quarks. Since the orbital excitations are described by four relative coordinates, there are four excited P -wave states with L p = 1 − , three of which correspond to excitations in the relative coordinates of the four-quark subsystem and the fourth to an excitation in the relative coordinate of the four-quark system and the antiquark. As a consequence of the S 4 symmetry of the four quarks, the first three excitations form a degenerate triplet with three-fold F 2 symmetry, and the fourth has A 1 symmetry. In summary, in this simple model there are three orbital excitations, characterized by angular momentum L, parity p and T d symmetry t: L . The allowed spin-flavour wave functions for each orbital excitation can be read off from Table 7 . In Fig. 4 we show a schematic spectrum of the orbital excitations of the pentaquark up to N = 1 quantum.
According to Table 9 and the orbital excitation energies, ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 (see Fig. 4 )
We will assume here that ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 > 0. The total angular momentum of the pentaquark state is given by J = L + s, whereas the parity is opposite to that of the orbital excitation due to the negative intrinsic parity of the q 4q configuration. (11) and (12), there should be a another pentaquark state with s = 1/2 and J p = 1/2 − at an energy lower than the one observed. At the moment, there is no experimental evidence for such an exotic state for which reason this identification seems to be ruled out.
For 0 < ∆ 1 < 277 MeV, the parity of the lowest pentaquark state would be positive, since the ground state now corresponds to the orbital excitation with L 
Summary, conclusions and outlook
In this work, we have constructed a classification scheme of the pentaquark states in terms of SU sf (6) spin-flavour multiplets, and their flavour and spin content in terms of SU f (3) and SU s (2) states. Exotic pentaquark states can be found only in the flavour anti-decuplets, 27-plets and 35-plets. Moreover, we have discussed the permutation symmetry properties of both the spin-flavour and orbital parts of thesubsystem. In order to obtain the total wave function, the spin-flavour part has been combined with the colour and orbital contributions in such a way that the total pentaquark wave function is a colour singlet and is antisymmetric under the interchange of any of the four quarks. This classification scheme is general and complete, and may be helpful for both experimental, CQM and lattice QCD studies. In particular, the constructed basis for pentaquark states will enable to solve the eigenvalue problem for a definite dynamical model. This is valid not only for Constituent Quark Models, but also for diquark-diquark-antiquark approaches, for which the basis is a subset of the one we have constructed.
As an application we have calculated the mass spectrum of exotic pentaquark states with the Gürsey-Radicati mass formula which corresponds to the dynamical symmetry described by the chain of subgroups
and encodes the slightly broken symmetries of the strong interactions. The coefficients of the Casimir invariants in Eq. (11) appearing in subgroup chain of Eq. (15), were taken from a prior study ofbaryons [35] . This mass formula has a general validity for any multiquark system. As a result we find that the lowest pentaquark is always an 2 10 anti-decuplet state with isospin I = 0, in agreement with experimental evidence that the Θ + (1540) is an isosinglet. Independent of particular models for the orbital excitations of the pentaquark, we find excited exotics at 1660 MeV and 1775 MeV corresponding to Θ 1 isovector states with strangeness S = +1 belonging to the flavour 27-plet. The reported experimental analyses in this mass region do not seem to exclude an enhancement in the K + -neutron invariant mass. The predictions of the relative position of the different SU sf (6) multiplets are rather model dependent. We presented some first results based on a generalized Gürsey-Radicati mass formula which includes the invariant of the SU sf (6) spin-flavour group, and a simple schematic model for the orbital excitations up to N = 1 quantum.
The angular momentum and parity of the ground state exotic pentaquark depends on the relative contribution of the orbital and spin-flavour parts of the mass operator. We find that if the splitting due to the SU sf (6) spin-flavour term is large compared to that between the orbital states, the ground state pentaquark has positive parity [16, 17, 21] , whereas for a relatively small spin-flavour splitting the parity of the lowest pentaquark state becomes negative. We notice that, in case of positive parity of the ground state, we predict a doublet with J p = 1/2 + , 3/2 + which, in the presence of a spin-orbit coupling term, would give rise to a pair of peaks. The effect of specific dynamical models on the pentaquark spectrum in general, and on the properties of its ground state in particular, will be presented in more detail in a separate publication [29] .
The spectroscopy of exotic baryons will be a key testing ground for models of baryons and their structure. Especially the determination of the angular momentum and parity of the Θ + (1540) will allow to distinguish between different approaches [15] . Most theoretical studies predict a postive parity for the Θ + [12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 21, 24] , but there is also evidence for a negative parity from recent work on QCD sum rules [25] and lattice QCD [27] . Other challenges include the search for excited exotics. Our calculations suggest two exotic states with energy of 1660 MeV and 1775 MeV, independently from the parity assignment of the Θ + . Table 9 : Spin-flavour contribution to the masses of exotic pentaquark states calculated using Eq. (13). The notation and the labeling of the states is the same as in 
